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ABSTRACT 
 Despite the participation of women in the armed forces for many decades, 
resistance to integrating women fully into the armed forces still exists. Women have 
contributed in combat previously, but they have been released and assigned traditional 
roles after the end of conflicts. Despite the record of women’s valuable service, doubt 
about women’s integration in the armed forces continues, and the participation of women 
in various countries’ armed forces differs both in numbers and roles. In this connection, 
this research identifies the major debates surrounding the full integration of women in the 
armed forces. The thesis also identifies how technological changes and changes in the 
nature of war itself, as well as legal provisions conducive to the integration of women in 
the military, have increased the participation of women in the military. Through case 
studies of the armed forces of Canada and Jordan, the thesis reveals that cultural 
differences in different countries preclude a single approach to integrating women in the 
military. Moreover, acknowledging that the legislative provisions of a country, its 
cultural norms, and the policies of a nation’s armed forces affect the integration of 
women in the military, the research makes some recommendations to increase the 
participation of women in the military. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW  
There has been a significant leap forward with regard to women’s participation in 
the armed forces and their diversification of roles in the 21st century. Women in some 
countries serve in all four functional areas of the military: combat-service support 
functions that include medical roles, transportation, and logistics; combat support roles 
that include artillery, engineers, signals, intelligence, and reconnaissance; operational 
functions in ships, submarines, and aircraft, and as operators of drones; and ground 
combat roles as Special Forces.1 A Canadian woman, Major Eleanor Taylor, led an 
infantry company in Afghanistan in 2010; Yoko Azuma, a Japanese woman, currently 
commands a warship squadron;2 and Air Force General Lori J. Robinson is serving as the 
commander of North American Aerospace Defense Command and United States 
Northern Command.3 
In some countries, the process of fully integrating women into the armed forces, 
especially in ground close combat, has either taken a long time or has yet to happen. It 
was not until 2015 that the first two female officers graduated from U.S. Army Ranger 
School, after completing a grueling six-month course.4 In February 2016, the President of 
India, Pranav Mukherjee, announced that Indian military would at last allow women to 
opt for combat roles in all services of the Indian military.5 More recently, in April 2017, 
United Kingdom’s (UK) Prime Minister Theresa May witnessed the graduation of the 
                                                 
1 Randolf Fitriani, G. S. Cooper, and Ron Mathews, “Women in Ground Close Combat,” The RUSI 
Journal, 161 no. 1 (2016): 14–24, https://doi.org/10.1080/03071847.2016.1152117. 
2 “Japan’s Navy Appoints First Woman to Command Warship Squadron,” Reuters, March 6, 2018, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-defence-femalecommander/japans-navy-appoints-first-woman-to-
command-warship-squadron-idUSKCN1GI0VC. 
3 “General Lori J. Robinson, USAF: Commander, North American Aerospace Defense Command and 
United States Northern Command,” U.S. Northern Command, accessed on May 15, 2018, 
http://www.northcom.mil/Leadership/Article-View/Article/835186/general-lori-j-robinson. 
4 “12 Female Soldiers Have Now Graduated Army Ranger School,”Military.com, April 9, 2018, 
https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/04/09/10-female-soldiers-have-now-graduated-army-ranger-
school.html. 
5 Sanchari Pal, “Marching Ahead: 13 Incredibly Brave Women in Indian Armed Forces Who Broke 
the Glass Ceiling,” The Better India, January 24, 2017, https://www.thebetterindia.com/83280/brave-
women-soldiers-indian-armed-forces. 
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first female officer commissioned into an armored regiment to take part in ground close 
combat roles.6 
Over the years, across the globe, the opportunities for women in the armed forces 
have increased immensely; however, some gender-based discrimination persists in the 
armed forces of various nations.7 For example, a virginity test is a prerequisite for women 
to join the security forces in Indonesia.8 Saudi Arabia, as part of “Vision 2030,” has 
opened the armed forces to women since February 2018 but has imposed twelve 
restrictions,9 including that an applicant needs the permission of a male guardian living 
and working in the same region where she will work.10 Today, Singaporean women serve 
in the armed forces as officers, warrant officers, and military experts, taking roles from 
tactical war fighting to operational and strategic planning—but they do not serve as part 
of the National Service, the obligatory conscription period that applies only to men.11 
Similarly, Israel has a three-year conscription period for men but a period of a little less 
than two years for women.12 In India, the military recruits women only in officers’ ranks 
through short-service commissioning.13 
                                                 
6 Ben Farmer, “Theresa May Salutes First Female British Army Officer Bound for Frontline Combat 
Job,” The Telegraph, April 13, 2017, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/04/13/first-female-british-
army-officer-commissioned-royal-tank-regiment/?li_source=LI&li_medium=li-recommendation-widget. 
7 Helena Carreiras, “Gender and Civil-Military Relations in Advanced Democracies,” Res Militaris, 
no 1 (September 2015): 1, 
http://resmilitaris.net/ressources/10217/79/res_militaris_article_carreiras_gender_and_civil-
military_relations_in_advanced_democracies.pdf. 
8 “Indonesia: No End to Abusive Virginity Tests,” The Human Rights Watch, November 22, 2017, 
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/11/22/indonesia-no-end-abusive-virginity-tests. 
9 “Saudi Arabia Now Opens Doors of Military Jobs to Women,” Tribune, February 23, 2018, 
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1643108/3-saudi-arabia-now-opens-doors-military-jobs-women. 
10 Bethan McKernan, “Saudi Women to Serve as Soldiers as King Salman Sacks Army Chiefs in 
Huge Military Shake-up,” Independent, February 27, 2018, 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/saudi-arabia-women-soliders-serve-military-
mohammed-bin-salman-military-mbs-crown-prince-a8231096.html. 
11 “Let’s Be Real, No One Really Wants Women to Serve NS,” RICE, December 3, 2017, 
http://ricemedia.co/lets-real-no-one-really-wants-women-serve-ns; 
https://www.mindef.gov.sg/oms/arc/women.html. 
12 Casey Cromwell, “What You Should Know about Israel’s Mandatory Military Service for Men and 
Women,” ENTITY, March 24, 2017, https://www.entitymag.com/what-know-israel-mandatory-military-
service-men-and-women. 
13 “India: Combat Role for Women in Indian Army” ENTITY, July 22, 2017, 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/1922232547?OpenUrlRefId=info:xri/sid:primo&accountid=12702. 
3 
Nevertheless, such discrimination against the women in the armed forces is being 
challenged, and the issues of equality have resulted in the increase of women’s 
participation. Helena Carreiras opines that socio-economic factors, political factors, and 
the international context together with the strategic orientations, military culture, and the 
organizational structure of the armed forces affect women’s participation in the armed 
forces.14 She observes that social pressure resulting from court challenges for equal 
opportunities led to greater participation for women in the military in such countries as 
Canada, the UK, and Germany; whereas, military organizations themselves became more 
open to women in the Netherlands, Denmark, and Norway.15 Randolf Fitriani, G.S. 
Cooper, and Ron Mathews cite the examples of the ruling of the Canadian Human Rights 
Tribunal in the late 1980s, the Israeli High Court of Justice’s decision in early 1990s, and 
the European Court of Justice’s decision regarding eliminating discrimination against 
women in the armed forces.16 The participation of women in the armed forces is likely to 
continue increasing around the world in response to such rulings. Notably, in 2000, even 
some democratic North American Treaty Organization (NATO) countries did not have 
good representation by women in their armed forces: Italy until 2000 had male 
conscription only and no women in military, Poland and Turkey had 0.1 percent each, 
and Germany had only 1.4 percent.17 By 2012, the figures were much different; for 
example, women accounted for 7 percent of Germany’s military.18  
A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This thesis seeks to answer the following major research question: What 
constitutes “successful” integration of women in the armed forces? The other sub-
question this thesis seeks to answer is: Do the models of integration support democracy 
appropriately?  
                                                 
14 Helena Carreiras, Gender and the Military: Women in the Armed Forces of Western Democracies 
(New York: Routledge, 2006), 19. 
15 Carreiras, 107–108. 
16 Fitriani, “Women in Ground Close Combat,”14–24,  
17 Carreiras, 99. 
18 Fitriani, 18. 
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B. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
Serious concerns exist regarding women’s integration in the armed forces. Ashley 
Fantz observes that by the time the UK and the United States contemplated recruiting 
women for ground close combat role, at least 16 countries had already allowed women in 
combat.19 Still, even in some of the forces that have been gender-integrated for the 
longest time, certain unease prevails at the prospect of women serving in the armed 
forces. Marcia Kovitz opines, “What makes women’s entry so threatening, now, is that, 
despite the Forces’ reliance on a dualized gender system, it is under orders to integrate 
women on an equal footing. This has the potential of challenging and disrupting not only 
men but also the military’s very goals and methods. In this sense, women are the ‘enemy 
within.’”20 Similarly, Martin Van Creveld argues: “More women in the forces are not the 
cure. They are the disease, or at least part of it. Feminization will inevitably lead, by all 
signs has already led, to the creation of a vicious cycle.”21  
Several models have emerged for women’s participation in the national defense. 
The Canadian model is one. The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) are one of the world 
leaders in terms of military gender integration, where women serve not only in higher 
proportion but also in diverse fields. Furthermore, the CAF Employment Equity Plan of 
November 2010 envisions integrating women up to 25.1 per cent, which, as of January 
2014, stands at 14.8 per cent.22 Though women have been involved in Canada’s military 
service for more than 100 years, their roles expanded in 1971 following the 
recommendations of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women. In 1989, CAF 
opened all military occupations to women, with the exception of submarine service, 
                                                 
19 Ashley Fantz, “Women in Combat: More Than a Dozen Nations Already Doing It,” CNN, August 
20, 2015, https://www.cnn.com/2015/08/20/us/women-in-combat-globally/index.html. 
20 Marcia Kovitz, “The Enemy Within: Female Soldiers in the Canadian Forces,” Downsview 19, no. 
4 (Winter 2000): 40, ProQuest. 
21 Martin Van Creveld, “Military Women Are Not the Cure. They Are the Disease,” November 24, 
2016, http://www.martin-van-creveld.com/military-women-not-cure-disease/ 




which opened in 2000.23 Subsequently, CAF women have taken part and led units in 
combat. CAF, rather than granting special privileges to women, strives to level the 
playing field for them by eliminating discriminatory practices. 
The Jordanian practice is another model. The Jordanian Armed Forces with 
respect to various roles of women in the military claim that they are the best and ideal 
bridge between East and West.24 Women entered the Jordanian Armed Forces in the 
1950s; however, their number increased after the establishment of Princess Muna College 
of Nursing in 1962. Since 1990, the roles of the women diversified and women started 
taking up jobs that were strictly reserved for men—for example, Royal Guard Protection 
Unit, military police, and military intelligence.25 The Jordanian Armed Forces established 
the Directorate of Military Women’s Affairs in 1995, and the armed forces, in 2005, 
introduced a 10-year strategy for enhancing the role of women. Women, while they are 
segregated as platoons and live in separate quarters from the male cadets, are integrated 
in the academic requirements of the course. The women must perform according to the 
same standards as men except for minor differences in physical fitness requirements. In 
2015, the female Jordanian armed forces company for special tasks participated in the 
15th NATO Days in Ostrava, the largest security show in Europe.26 
These two integration models reflect different ideals. The Canadian practice of 
integrating women in the military reflects Western ideals. The Jordanian practice, a 
different kind of women’s integration model, fails to fulfill all of the conventional 
expectations of full integration of the West. Nevertheless, the latter has actually been 
putting women in varied roles that have yet to be realized in the armed forces of many 
other countries. The models work in their particular political and cultural context. 
Therefore, it is important to understand what constitutes “successful” integration of 
                                                 
23 “Women in the Canadian Armed Forces” 
24 Jumana Kawar, “Jordanian Women’s Evolving Role in the Armed Forces,” Women in International 
Security, November 28, 2017, https://www.wiisglobal.org/2017/11/28/jordanian-womens-evolving-role-in-
the-armed-forces/ 
25 Kawar, “Jordanian Women’s Evolving Role in the Armed Forces.” 
26 Kawar, “Jordanian Women’s Evolving Role in the Armed Forces.”  
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women in the armed forces, and understand whether the models of integration support 
democracy appropriately.  
C. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature review identifies various arguments both for and against women’s 
participation in the armed forces. The opinions are classified into five broad groupings: 
women’s roles; suitability and standards; rights versus readiness; cohesion, discipline, 
and morale; and public opinion.  
1. Women’s Roles 
Mady Wechsler Segal sees that having women stay at home and men perform the 
warrior roles is the cultural ideal in most societies.27 She discovered that German society 
during World War II labeled female soldiers as civilians despite the women wearing 
military uniforms and performing military tasks. Nancy W. Gallagher observes that 
people do not associate military roles with women, as the majority of women compared 
to men oppose the use of force and do not like militant international policies.28 Van 
Creveld, who believes that women are a weakness in the military, argues that women 
would be best suited as “secretaries, bank-tellers, pharmacists, book-editors, bakers, 
psychologists, and wealth managers”—but not soldiers.29 
By contrast, Carreiras points to the evolution of women’s roles in the armed 
forces.30 The military has utilized women in different military roles mostly when there 
are insufficient numbers of men or during times of crisis. Subsequently, women’s 
experience enables their use in the next crisis; however, as the mission terminates or the 
threat decreases, women’s participation is limited and they are expected to return to their 
                                                 
27 Mady Wechsler Segal, “Women in the Armed Forces” in Women and the Use of Military Force, ed. 
Ruth H. Howes and Michael R. Stevenson (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 1993), 81–83. 
28 Nancy W. Gallagher, “The Gender Gap in Popular Attitudes Toward the Use of Force,” in Women 
and the Use of Military Force, ed. Ruth H. Howes and Michael R. Stevenson (Boulder, CO: Lynne 
Rienner, 1993), 23–37. 
29 Martin Van Creveld, “Military Women Are Not the Cure. They Are the Disease,” Martin Van 
Creveld, November 24, 2016, http://www.martin-van-creveld.com/military-women-not-cure-disease. 
30 Carreiras, Gender and the Military: Women in the Armed Forces of Western Democracies, 1. 
7 
traditional roles.31 Following this thought, Shelly S. McNulty quotes Kennedy who 
asserts: “In every time of crisis, women have served our country in difficult and 
hazardous ways…. women should not be considered a marginal group to be employed 
periodically only to be denied opportunity to satisfy their needs and aspirations when 
unemployment rises or a war ends.”32 Moreover, Tim Newark argues, “The true 
professionalism of ancient and medieval woman warlords, who fought for land and 
ambition as tenaciously and effectively as their male counterparts, has been largely 
forgotten.”33 Recently, United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325, the other 
follow-up resolutions, and the subsequent policies of the regional organizations and 
respective countries’ action plans, all emphasized the importance of women’s roles in the 
military.34 Yet, Carreiras observes that the demand for equal participation and role of 
women has resulted in two contradictory arguments: some charge that feminization of the 
armed forces has occurred, and others claim that the stereotypical view of the 
masculinization of warfare still exists.35 
2. Suitability and Standards 
Skeptics suggest that physiological conditions and psychological differences 
make women unsuitable for military service. First, men are stronger than women. The 
average man can lift, carry, and run better than an average woman because an average 
man has 30 percent more muscle strength and aerobic capacity compared to an average 
woman; speed, strength, and stamina, the crucial attributes of combat soldiers, are found 
less in women, making them physically inferior.36 Next, according to Jack Kenny, 
                                                 
31 Segal, “Women in the Armed Forces,” 81. 
32 Shelly S. McNulty, “Myth Busted: Women Are Serving in Ground Combat Positions,” The Air 
Force Law Review, 68 (2012): 119–165, ProQuest. 
33 Amazons, Dahomey, Zenobia, Boudica, Eleanor, and Joan of Arc are some of the women warlords 
of the past; Tim Newark, Women Warlords (London: Blandford, 1989), 136. 
34 Sahana Dharmapuri, “Implementing UN Security Council Resolution 1325: Putting the 
Responsibility to Protect into Practice,” Global Responsibility to Protect, 4 (2012): 241–
271,http://www.peacewomen.org/assets/file/1355_prot_implementing_1325__within_the_responsibility_to
_protect_dharmapuri.pdf, 241–271. 
35 Carreiras, “Gender and Civil-Military Relations in Advanced Democracies,” 2. 
36 Linell Letendre, “Women Warriors: Why the Robotics Revolution Changes the Combat Equation,” 
Prism 6, no. 1 (March 2016):90–103, ProQuest. 
8 
pregnancy is a big issue that makes women unsuitable for combat. In the 1990s, a 
“military commission” discovered women to be three times more non-deployable 
compared to men, of which 47 percent of the cases were attributed to pregnancy.37 
Similarly, a RAND study in1997 showed pregnancy as a major concern.38 Likewise, 
Kenny cites the large number of cases of pregnancy among U.S. troops in Iraq that 
irritated Major General Anthony Cucolo, who said that he would court martial and jail 
the pregnant soldiers together with the male soldiers who made them pregnant.39 In 
addition, research shows that military postpartum women have moderate-to-high levels of 
fatigue. The fatigue level increases when she returns to the normal workplace; combat for 
her is far too difficult, which makes her unsuitable.40 
Still leaning on the women-as-nurturers trope, other detractors claim that women 
lack a particular trait needed in combat: the killer instinct. Sophie Moura quotes Major 
Kellie McCoy, engineer company commander in the 82nd Airborne Division, who did 
three tours in Iraq and won two Bronze Stars: “I don’t care how emotionally prepared 
you are, I never get over seeing casualties.”41 Moreover, studies demonstrate that 
women’s operating styles are contradictory to the ethos of military as they are 
comfortable with structures that are less pyramidical, and they are prone to compromises 
and cannot assert their decisions.42 
The counterargument regarding physical weakness of women is that the use of 
technology has not only made it easier for the women but also necessitated their 
participation to increase operational effectiveness. Technological advancement supports 
                                                 
37Jack Kenny, “Wanted: Women in Combat for Wars without End,” The New American 30, no. 24 
(December 2014):24, ProQuest.  
38 Margaret C. Harrell and Laura L. Miller, New Opportunities for Military Women: Effects Upon 
Readiness, Cohesion, and Morale (Santa Monica, CA: Rand, 1997), 97. 
39 Kenny, “Wanted: Women in Combat for Wars without End,” 24. 
40 Jacqueline D. Rychnovsky, “Postpartum Fatigue in the Active-duty Military Woman,” JOGNN 36, 
no. 1 (February 2007): 45, https://www.jognn.org/article/S0884-2175(15)33649-2/pdf. 
41 Sophie Moura, “Kellie McCoy: The Next General Petraeus,” Marie Claire, September 12, 2010, 
https://www.marieclaire.com/career-advice/advice/a5360/kellie-mccoy. 
42 Ruth H. Howes and Michael R. Stevenson, “The Impact of Women’s Use of Military Force” in 
Women and the Use of Military Force, ed. Ruth H. Howes and Michael R. Stevenson (Boulder, CO: Lynne 
Rienner, 1993), 212. 
9 
that today’s warfare requires brain rather than muscle power.43 May Dejevsky observes 
that combat is turning more technical and in turn the equipment, though complex, is 
smaller and lighter; therefore, she opines, women should not be held back simply because 
of illogical views about physical standards.44 The technological advancement because of 
robotics will demonstrate improvement of fighting capability in gender-diverse situations 
and will necessitate more diversity.45 Israel has already discovered that women better 
control unmanned ground vehicles compared to male counterparts because of their 
capability to focus on details for the employment of robotic systems in ground combat.46 
A RAND study in 1997 discovered that gender integration had a positive effect in 
increasing professional standards.47 Likewise, a RAND study in 2002 demonstrated that 
women can embrace difficult physical work, and they perform about the same as men in 
skill trainings.48 Similarly, a 2005 study made in Israel showed that women soldiers 
possessed superior skills and qualities required of a professional soldier.49 Studies have 
also shown that despite the purported physiological disadvantage, through careful 
planning and utilization of appropriate training doctrines that accounts for the female’s 
physical fitness and new technology, women are suitable to be integrated in almost all 
combat front line missions.50 Michael Fallon, the then Secretary of State for Defence of 
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UK, in December 2014 announced that all roles in the Royal Armed Forces would be 
determined by capability and not gender, in order to maximize the pool of candidates 
possessing necessary talents and energy.51 Lieutenant General Angus Campbell, 
commander of the Australian Army, who is the Special Forces officer, has argued for the 
suitability of women in combat units; the Strategist quotes the general, “I don’t have 
enough [women] and I want more […] I can’t possibly imagine, therefore, that the Army 
is as smart as it could be and as it needs to be.”52 
Furthermore, though the occurrence of conventional warfare cannot be ruled out 
completely, the objective of military operations has changed largely from strict military 
objective to setting conditions for political outcomes. Most warfare is, and will be, 
stability peace operations and limited warfare.53 In such operations, women in combat 
units can act as force multiplier in such areas as information collection and its analysis 
because of increased contacts with local women. Women’s participation helps further the 
civil-military relationship with the locals due to better understanding of local culture. 
Subsequently, women’s participation will help gain legitimacy and foster force 
protection.54 M.C. Devilbiss argues, “[The] military need itself explains the suitability of 
women in the armed forces.”55 Similarly, Robert Egnell argues that the tactical level 
innovations of the U.S. armed forces to utilize women in Iraq and Afghanistan in the 
form of Team Lioness, Gender Field Advisors (GFA), Cultural Support Teams (CST), 
Female Engagement Teams (FET), and Gender Focal Points (GFP) came into practice 
not because they were politically, socially, and legally correct but solely because of their 
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suitability and necessity in the field.56 More recently, the need to increase the pool of 
candidates due to the declining willingness of male youths to join the armed forces in 
some countries leaves no option but to increase women’s participation.57 
3. Rights Versus Readiness 
One argument, which comes from ancient teachings of Plato and Aristotle, is that 
when women entertain the full rights of citizenship, then women too are obligated to 
share the responsibility of nations’ defense.58 The argument continues that there should 
be no discrimination when both men and women serve in the armed forces. Rosemarie 
Skaine argues that all soldiers should be treated equally as “a soldier is a soldier.”59 In 
this spirit, Skaine quotes Mariner: “[M]y choice is to engage in the direct physical 
confrontation of the infantry, to close with and kill or capture the enemy, to hold the high 
ground. […] I can do it. I want to do it. I should be given the chance to do it.”60 In the 
same way, Fitriani, Cooper, and Mathews argue that women possessing the required 
mental and physical capabilities and also the desire and motivation to serve in ground 
combat roles should have the right to do so.61 Moreover, as combat duty is generally a 
prerequisite for achieving promotions, scholars argue that it is the right of women in the 
armed forces to claim the same roles and opportunities as their male counterparts.62 
Other scholars argue that when it comes to national defense, combat readiness 
takes a higher priority over the rights of women to serve in the military. Linell Letendre 
quotes U.S. General Robert H. Barrow, who argues that since the military is continuously 
preparing for winning the next conflict through combat readiness, arguing for the rights 
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and opportunities of women makes no sense.63 The Center for Military Readiness argues 
that integrating women in ground close combat impacts overall readiness by lowering the 
standards of the armed forces.64 Van Creveld, who suggests that the Israeli Defense Force 
(IDF) should abolish conscription for women, demobilize all women, and re-enroll them 
as civilians, argues that women negatively affected the readiness of the force, and “the 
IDF’s days of greatness are definitely gone.”65 
Nonetheless, a RAND study found that gender had minimal negative impact on 
readiness compared to leadership and training.66 Similarly, Taylor, the first Canadian 
military female officer, a major then, who led an infantry company in combat, believes 
that women’s integration in combat does not negatively affect readiness when militaries 
adhere to qualification standards.67 
4. Cohesion, Discipline, and Morale 
The next body of literature argues that women’s presence affects the cohesion, 
discipline, and morale of the troops, negatively impacting overall combat effectiveness. 
Combat units rely on each other’s comradeship, which enables soldiers to take up life 
risking missions believing that their comrades will be there forever for them; this 
brotherhood spirit, as argued by Latendre, is undermined by integrating women into 
combat roles.68 Lauren F. Serrano, herself a Marine, contends that the mission of the 
marine, to “locate, close with, and destroy the enemy by fire and maneuver and/or repel 
the enemy assault by fire and close combat,” is better confined to men. She argues, young 
men, raging with testosterone, are distracted by women and sex and therefore cannot 
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focus on the mission.69 Similarly, Taylor argues, in combat troops’ violent profession, 
“The military throws young women at them and is shocked—shocked—to discover that 
men don’t always behave like gentlemen.”70 She further argues that discipline and 
effectiveness are severely disrupted when young women and men work and live together 
in combat zones. Reuters reports 50 percent more cases of unplanned pregnancy in 
military women compared to non-military women.71 The implication is that the women 
are to blame; Ben Farmer believes that the integration of females in front line combat 
increases the chances of sexual abuse.72 A RAND study of 1997 shows that some causes 
for the decline in morale of the troops are: double standards for male and female, sexual 
harassment, dating, and having sexual relations.73 
On the other hand, scholars argue that women’s presence in combat does not 
negatively affect cohesion and operational effectiveness but instead strengthens it. Recent 
research conducted on social integration in militaries suggests that, though brotherhood 
could have been important in past, professional competence overrides male bonding 
toward cohesion in combat units for the successful accomplishment of the task.74 
Carreiras opines, today women are already an active and important component of military 
forces; therefore, not including but restricting women from equal roles in combat 
damages cohesion.75 She argues that cohesion flourishes by equal sharing of tasks and 
responsibility. Carnegie Mellon University, in partnership with Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), discovered that a group’s collective intelligence continuously 
increases with the increase of women’s participation because of the “social sensitivity” 
more prevalent in women. Indeed, as The Catalyst Information Center revealed, 
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“Companies with the most women board directors had better financial performance than 
those with the least women board directors.”76 
King finds that for the effective fulfillment of the mission, training and 
competence bolster unit cohesion in troops irrespective of biological makeup.77 Similarly, 
a study by the defense department in the UK found leadership to be a critical factor for 
the troop’s cohesion and effectiveness, which are not affected by women’s 
participation.78 Similarly, Ellen L. Haring opines that military organizations ranging from 
small tactical team to joint staff would be more intelligent with an optimum number of 
women through better task cohesion.79 GFA, CST, FET, and GFP made the American 
troops more capable during operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
5. Public Opinion 
A number of studies observe that another obstacle to women’s participation in the 
military is negative public opinion on sending women to combat. The public at large 
associates men and women, respectively, with war and peace, and do not want to see 
women in combat even if they are capable, as they need to be protected.80 It is hard for 
the public to face the death of women in combat and being taken prisoners of war. 
Moreover, women, unfortunately over a long time in history, have been considered as the 
spoils of war where the winners take the losers’ women.81 Dejevsky argues that women 
should be protected because of their natural disposition for giving birth and nurturing, 
and the death of a mother in combat would be very detrimental to her children.82 
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A study of the 1948 Arab-Israeli War showed that Israeli men soldiers tried to 
save and assist female soldiers rather than continuing with their attack. Therefore, after 
1950, women were recruited only as administrators, medical assistants, and trainers until 
1973, the end of the Yom Kippur War.83 In response to the argument that some women 
may be able to deal with combat equally as well as men, if not better, Buchanan opines, 
“but that is true of some 13-, 14- and 15-year-old boys, and some 50- and 60-year old 
men. Yet we do not draft boys or men that age or send them into combat. Is this invidious 
discrimination based on age, or ageism?”84 
In contrast, Ruth H. Howes and Michael R. Stevenson, citing various anecdotes, 
argue that public opinion on women taking part in combat has changed.85 They argue that 
the public has accepted women not being family bound. According to them, associating 
women with non-violence and not recognizing their capability to command and use 
military force are unjust identifications. Citing examples of Margaret Thatcher and 
Winnie Mandela, they further argue that women have embraced violence by serving as 
commanders-in-chief in time of war and by leading troops during violent revolutions.86 
Likewise, Dejevsky argues that the Gulf War significantly demonstrated that women can 
be sent to war, including women who have small babies.87 She further argues, as women 
have already gone into harm’s way and sacrificed their lives, there should be no more 
restriction for women to serve in combat. 
Moreover, Egnell argues that though a practice may look odd in the beginning, it 
turns out fine later: the enrollment of African Americans and subsequently lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) individuals in the armed forces invited great debates at 
the time of their enrollment. He argues that just like the population has adjusted to the 
presence of African Americans and LGBT individuals in the armed services, the public 
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will also accept women in combat roles.88 Meghann Myers quotes Spencer, a former 
Ranger school instructor and current strategist at West Point, who once believed infantry 
as solely a masculine task but no longer thinks so: “I definitely brought it in from society. 
We all go through things that shape what we think the military’s going to be and what 
war’s going to be.”89 
6. Conclusion of Literature Review 
Serious concerns exist regarding women’s integration in the armed forces. Still, 
even in some of the forces that have been gender-integrated the longest, certain unease 
prevails at the prospect of women serving in the armed forces let alone in combat. 
Scholars are divided when it comes to integrating women in the military. Some scholars 
like Kovitz are totally against the integration of women in any capacity in the military. In 
the meantime, there are scholars who believe integrating women in the military makes it 
a smarter force, and the changing nature of conflict and the use of technology not only 
make women’s integration easier but also necessitates it for optimum output. The 
opponents of integrating women in military argue that military readiness is compromised 
while providing equal opportunities to women. Some researches, however, indicate that 
women’s participation increases work efficiency. Moreover, technological development 
in the military and the changing nature of warfare necessitates women’s participation in 
the armed forces. Furthermore, public opinion increasingly favors women joining the 
armed forces, and inequalities are facing constant legal challenges to provide equal 
opportunities to women.  
D. RESEARCH DESIGN 
This study consists of a qualitative case study based on analysis and evidence 
from scholarly articles and the cases. Specifically, the thesis analyzes, compares, and 
contrasts women’s participation in the Canadian and Jordanian armed forces, which 
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represent two distinct models. That is, both countries have a long history of integrating 
women in combat, albeit in different ways. The study compares the policies on 
recruitment and training, including standards, employment, and deployment of women 
soldiers; retention policies; impact on operational readiness; and how these policies and 
practices support democratic values in the respective armed forces. Data sources for the 
study comprise secondary scholarly literature: books, reports, articles, newspaper articles, 
and recommendation papers presented in different workshops, conferences, and 
researches. This study also explores primary sources, mainly the websites of relevant 
governments and armed forces.  
E. THESIS OVERVIEW AND CHAPTER OUTLINE 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. This first chapter has presented the major 
research question and a literature review, as well as expressed the significance of the 
study, potential explanations and hypotheses, and research design. Chapter II discusses 
the history of women’s participation in the military. It also discusses recent trends in 
women’s participation in the armed forces. Chapter III explores the practices of 
integrating women into the Canadian armed forces. Chapter IV traces the integration of 
women into the Jordanian armed forces. Finally, Chapter V contains an analysis of the 
cases, conclusion and recommendations.  
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II. BACKGROUND  
Military service has largely been the purview of men. Nonetheless, women’s 
involvement in the military has a very long and profound history. Over time, women have 
been intermittently involved in the military, although these women have received less 
priority and recognition than men. Still, especially in times of need, women have 
distinguished themselves with their military service. Devilbiss argues that both 
external—from the society in terms of equality—and internal—because of the need in 
military—factors have influenced the participation of women in the military.90 The 
integration of women in the military around the world has taken different paths: some 
countries integrated women into their armed forces a long time ago, whereas this is a 
recent process in some countries; some countries practice full integration, while others do 
not allow women in direct combat; many countries have mixed-gender units—Canada is 
an example—while other countries have female-only units, for instance, Jordan. 
A. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION 
Scholars of women’s participation in the armed forces write on the history of 
women at arms, from the myths of the Amazons to the recent achievement of women 
service members, both glorifying women and showing the evolution of women’s 
participation in the armed forces.91 Throughout history, women have contributed 
immensely, in varied roles, during different types of conflicts, often getting less 
recognition for their heroics or even plain good work. Hacker argues that at least “from 
the fourteenth to the nineteenth century, if not earlier, women in armies were not only 
normal, they were vital. Armies could not have functioned as well, perhaps could not 
have functioned at all without the service of women.”92 
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Since the Old Testament’s mention of Deborah’s leadership to the Gulf War and 
beyond, women have actively participated in combat.93 Plato argued that both men and 
women must be tasked in the same way with regard to war.94 Boudicca, the Celtic 
Warrior queen, was Britain’s first woman warrior; she led the rebellion against the 
Roman Empire.95 Furthermore, women have dressed as men to take part in war when 
their gender did not permit them to serve openly: Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine 
commanded a group of women disguised as men in the Second Crusade during the 12th 
century; similarly, in the 17th century, Queen Jinga of Angola, disguised as a man, led a 
war of liberation against the Portuguese.96 Even during the American Revolution, 
Deborah Samson disguised herself as a man to enlist in the Massachusetts Regiment.97 
Women disguised as men took part in combat during the U.S. Civil War, as well. During 
the Civil War, however, many more women worked as nurses and in various 
administrative functions. When the Civil War ended in 1865, these female nurses were 
relieved of duty, and men resumed taking care of patients in hospitals during peacetime.98 
In World War I, a large number of women in Germany, Russia, the United States, 
and the United Kingdom participated in war, in nursing and non-nursing roles.99 In 
World War II, recruitment methods and women’s roles diversified: U.S., British, and 
Soviet women, besides nursing, performed intelligence and counterintelligence activities. 
Russian, French, and Italian women, to name a few, became active members of resistance 
groups; Germany, the Soviet Union, and the United Kingdom conscripted women; and 
the United States, though it set necessary legal provisions for conscription of women in 
nursing duties, did not implement conscription because of the termination of war in 
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1945.100 In Germany, during World War II, some conscripted women wore uniforms, 
worked under military chains of command, and performed military functions; however, 
for social reasons, they maintained civilian status.101 Some Israeli women served in 
guerrilla activities and combat operations during the War of Independence; however, 
after the state of Israel formed, Israel did not allow women in direct combat until the mid-
1970s because of cultural factors.102 
Women’s participation in the U.S. armed forces picked up in the early 1970s, 
albeit with various restrictions. Since 1973, there has been a gradual diversification of 
roles for women in the military previously held by men.103 Prior to January 1994, the 
“Risk Rule” in the United States restricted women going to the battlefield. The direct 
ground combat exclusion for women, following the Risk Rule until 2013, restricted 
women from serving in such combat units as infantry, armor, artillery, combat 
engineering, and special operations, below brigade level.104 Since 2001, however, 
because of the large demand of troops for operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, over half of 
all U.S. servicewomen served in those operations and over 40 percent of them got 
involved in combat operations, in contrast to the existing policy.105 Moreover, the 
military’s need to engage with women in Muslim countries necessitated the use of 
women soldiers. Despite all these facts, the U.S. Marine Corps, in September 2015, with 
regard to a 2013 Department of Defense ruling requiring the military services to recruit 
women into combat units, requested a waiver in infantry and armor; the Defense 
Department denied the request.106 
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The United States and the United Kingdom, in policy, did not integrate women in 
close combat roles during the first decade of the 21st century, even after women had long 
been participating in combat in more than a dozen other countries.107 Similarly, India, the 
largest democracy, even today recruits women in officer positions only in limited 
occupational specialties.108 Denmark and the Netherlands permitted women to enroll in 
combat roles in 1978 and 1979, respectively.109 In 1985, Norway was the first NATO 
country to let women to work in all military occupations, which included submarines; 
even Canada, though it had opened all combat related occupations to women in 1989, 
opened submarines to them only in 2001.110  
The United States and the United Kingdom are also making progress in 
integrating women into combat roles. In April 2015, the first two female officers 
graduated from the U.S. Army Ranger School, completing a demanding course.111 In 
April 2017, in the United Kingdom, a female officer, for the first time, got commissioned 
into an armored regiment.112 Saudi Arabia, surprisingly, as part of “Vision 2030,” opened 
the armed forces to women starting in February 2018.113 Currently, women hold 
prominent positions in the armed forces around the world. For example, Yoko Azuma, a 
Japanese woman, commands a warship squadron;114 U.S. Air Force General, Lori J. 
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Robinson, is currently the commander of North American Aerospace Defense Command 
and United States Northern Command.115 
B. RECURRING CONCERNS IN INTEGRATING WOMEN IN MILITARY 
There are twelve major questions, as per Devilbiss, that have been present 
regarding women’s participation in the armed forces: 
a. Should women be in the military at all? 
b. If they are to be in the military, should they be given full military status 
(rank, benefits and privileges, duties and obligations)? 
c. What kind of military training should they get? 
d. What kinds of military tasks should they perform? 
e. What should be the relationship between women and weapons? 
f. How many women should there be in military organizations? 
g. How high (to what rank) are women permitted to progress in the 
organizations? 
h. How well will military men and women work together (Especially, will 
men take orders from women)? 
i. What effects will women’s biology have on an organization based on 
men’s biology? 
j. Who will monitor the interests and concerns of women in the military? 
k. Can women (as individuals or as a group) be incorporated into the 
brotherhood of war? 
l. Will women change the ethos of military organizations?116 
Recently, the opportunities for women in military have increased significantly 
worldwide; however, some restrictions, notably involvement in direct combat, still 
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exist.117 It is evident that the demand for equal participation of women in the armed 
forces has divided commentators into two groups. A group of people worry that the 
feminization of the armed forces has occurred, whereas, the other group claims that there 
is a continued need to fight against the stereotypic view regarding masculinization in the 
armed forces.118 
The women in the armed forces still have only a token representation and is not 
evenly distributed. More than two-thirds of military women (70.4 percent) serve in 
support and medical functions, 17.5 percent serve in technical areas, and only seven 
percent of women occupy operational positions.119 Carreiras reveals that in 2000 NATO 
countries as a whole had 12.2 percent, 10.2 percent, and 6.3 percent women, respectively, 
in Air Force, Navy, and Army.120 In the 2000 NATO data, the female officers 
outnumbered female NCOs plus the female enlisted in the U.S., United Kingdom, 
Greece, and Czech Republic.121 By 2000, the overwhelming majority of armed forces did 
not have quantitative restrictions; however, the logistical considerations (lack of women-
friendly infrastructure) and special skills requirements for some positions, which women 
could not gain because of functional restrictions, limited the number of women joining 
the armed forces.122 
Melissa T. Brown through the analysis of 30 years of military recruiting 
advertisements argues that the advertisements reinforce the links between the military 
and masculinity.123 Furthermore, RAND research of 2017 finds that the resources 
available to commanders of the recruiting services were insufficient to recruit more 
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women through increased advertising.124 It also discovered that the majority of female 
recruits prefer women recruiters rather than men. Similarly, it recommended that women 
in the armed forces be made visible to the public in order to generate interest among 
women who may not have earlier considered joining the armed forces.125 
Physical fitness standards during recruitment and training come into frequent 
discussion. Some countries are continuing with the same standards that existed prior to 
the integration of women, whereas some have different sets of requirements for females 
and males. Not surprisingly, the more gender-neutral an armed force, the more gender-
neutral are its physical fitness requirements.126 
C. PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN INTERNATIONAL ARENA 
Women have represented their country and military in different international 
forums. They have led combat units in battle, and women have formed crucial elements 
of peacekeeping forces. UN Security Council Resolution 1325 puts emphasis on 
women’s participation in peacekeeping missions. We have seen earlier how women took 
part in World War I and World War II, and how the role of women in combat achieved 
prominence when women were deployed in Afghanistan and Iraq—not for political 
reasons but because of ground necessity.  
D. SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND AMBIGUITIES IN MILITARY 
Women because of their minority and limited roles in the military are considered 
“second class citizens.”127 The infamous Tailhook Convention, in which male 
participants abused female participants at a convention in the Hilton Hotel in Las Vegas 
in 1991, demonstrates how male members of the military treat their female 
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counterparts.128 Military in most countries is a separate entity confined to itself and many 
people do not know about its culture and attitudes, especially toward women. The armed 
forces in the meantime portray military as a safe environment for women and claim they 
take cases of sexual exploitation and abuse as a form of grave misconduct. The 
seriousness in handling the cases of sexual exploitation and abuse in the meantime could 
invite the situation whereby male commanders avoid having female soldiers as staff and 
assistants.129 There is another dimension to women’s integration in military that stirs 
resentment and hostility among their brothers in arms: some male soldiers feel that they 
get unfair treatment compared to their female counterparts, and they think that women 
take undue advantages because of their gender.130 
E. LEGAL APPEALS FOR INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN MILITARY 
In 1989, the Canadian military was obliged to change its existing policy on 
recruitment because of the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal ruling regarding 
discrimination against women, which ultimately led to full integration of women into the 
CAF.131 Similarly, in 1994, Allice Miller appealed to the court, the Israeli High Court of 
Justice, demanding the opportunity to compete for all military positions; the decision 
ultimately went in her favor.132 Likewise, all German military positions opened to women 
in 2000 after the ruling of the European Court of Justice.133 In November 2012, in the 
United States, Major Hegar, Captain Farrell, Captain Bedell, and Staff Sergeant Hunt 
appealed to the San Francisco Federal Court demanding removal of an unconstitutional 
provision restricting women from combat roles.134  
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F. ISSUES FURTHERING WOMEN’S INTEGRATION 
A number of issues favor the integration of women in the military. Researches 
show time is an important factor for increased integration of women in military but not 
adequate by itself. Carreiras opines, “The integration of women in military reveals a 
critical situation, when a pre-existing order is questioned, threatened, or it deviates from 
its main organizing principle.”135 She reveals through her research that time alone does 
not boost the integration of women; the representation of women increases or the 
discrimination against women decreases when other factors contribute over a long period 
of time, for example, the “qualified presence” of women in and outside military and not 
just their simple presence. The militaries around the world could have reflected the 
variation in qualified presence of women in society at the turn of the 21st century: the 
numerical representation of women then ranged from zero percent (Italy as of 2000) to14 
percent (United States) among NATO countries.136  
Volunteer service favors women’s integration in military.137 Generally, women 
have a lower representation in militaries that practice conscription because conscription 
involves males only; Israel is an exception as it practices conscription of both sexes. 
Therefore, in many countries, the number of women in military has increased with the 
start of an all-volunteer force, as in the United States.  
Democratic values and legal provisions are favorable for the integration of 
women in the military; however, these values alone are not enough. More women are 
integrated in militaries of countries with democratic values.138 This is due to the fact that 
the military reflects the democratic values inherent in those countries, values providing 
equal rights to women in all the armed services. Likewise, judicial and legislative 
provisions promote the integration process, but they alone are not enough. The 1989 
change in Canadian legislation, for example, did not invite an influx of women into the  
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Canadian military let alone that country’s Special Forces. In 2013, women represented 
merely 13 percent of total Canadian armed forces, with just 2.4 percent in combat 
roles.139  
Good civil-military relations help integration of women in military and vice versa. 
Carreiras, acknowledging the gender issue as a battleground for opinions in the civil-
military relationship, argues that “both military effectiveness and congruence between the 
armed forces and democratic social values can better be achieved if gender issues are 
addressed and gender military integration is promoted.”140 The military force has to 
ensure military effectiveness so that they can successfully achieve the mission in different 
strategic environments; in the meantime, the military should reflect the values of the 
society which pays the military for its security.141 Moreover, politicians do not want to 
spend more on defense that does not reflect the society because of the fear of probable 
loss in elections. Opponents of integrating women in the military argue that the military’s 
role, which is to win wars, is not to provide equal rights to every citizen, and the military 
is not “a laboratory for social experimentation.”142 Yet, not every country needs to 
experiment as the best practices in such other countries as Denmark, Norway, and 
Canada, have set precedents for integrating women in the military.  
Researchers suggest that male bonding is no more a pre-requisite for unit 
cohesion, but professional competence of each individual affects unit cohesion 
significantly.143 The experiences of women serving in Iraq and Afghanistan clearly 
indicate that it is competence and not gender that affects the unit’s performance. On 
March 20, 2005, Army Sgt. Leigh Ann Hester led a counter-ambush when her convoy 
was attacked by Iraqi insurgents, which earned her the Silver Star, a gallantry medal. 
Similarly, a 2007 RAND report notes several women receiving commendations and the 
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Combat Action Badge.144 Moreover, advances in technology and the fact that women 
often fare better than men at desk jobs in the military—for instance, launching missiles 
remotely—necessitate a correction in the proportioning of “brains and brawn” in military 
services.145 Therefore, in 2016, U.S. Defense Secretary Ashton Carter, with reference to 
some physical standards followed by the armed forces, correctly commented that “some 
standards are antiquated and do not account for the realities of modern warfare.”146 
The need to take part in stability and peacekeeping operations also necessitates 
enrollment of women. The deployment of women in such operations enhances the 
military’s access to the local population, which subsequently aids information collection. 
Women also better understand the sufferings of women and children, who are the main 
victims of conflict. In this connection, the United Nations believes that women work as 
force multiplier in its peacekeeping operations.147  
Despite the merit of all the aforementioned drivers, political will is one of the 
important factors for the integration of women in the military. This factor often plays an 
important role in convincing unwilling military leadership to incorporate women in the 
armed forcesespecially in combat roles. For example, in response to U.S. Defense 
Secretary Ashton Carter’s order to open all combat positions to women, Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joseph Duford Jr., said, “without enthusiasm, that he would enforce 
Carter’s mandate.”148 
In light of such outwardly tepid enthusiasm, making military life more visible to 
potential women recruits helps further the integration of women in military. 
Opportunities in the military and life in the military remain largely unknown to most 
people, more so to women. Even in countries that are open to women joining the armed 
forces, potential candidates share some reservations about joining the military, for  
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example, sexual exploitation and abuse, career uncertainty, and many unknown factors of 
military culture. Therefore, the objective of any military that aims to further integrate 
women is to target the mass of women who did not consider joining the military earlier. 
To this end, a RAND Corporation study recommends increasing the number of female 
recruiters, placing them correctly, and devising good plans and programs in order to 
maximize their effectiveness. This should increase the visibility of female recruiters and 
facilitate more women recruiters gaining greater access to more women recruits.149 To 
this end, the Women in Force Program launched by the Canadian military is a step further 
in informing women about the role of women in military.  
G. CONTESTED ISSUES FOR INTEGRATION OF WOMEN IN MILITARY 
The integration of women in the military, especially in combat roles, remains a 
contested issue and will remain so for the foreseeable future. Associating “just Warriors” 
to men and “beautiful souls” to women150 may not strictly be true; however, “emphasis 
on ascription by gender, cultural support to traditional divisions of labor, religious 
fundamentalism, and traditional family forms will thus limit women’s military roles.”151 
Similarly, some people vehemently oppose women’s participation in the military; some 
are tolerant of women joining in certain occupations in the armed forces; and some favor 
full integration of women in the military.152 Similarly, there is no single opinion among 
the feminists: revolutionary feminists argue for the “right to fight” whereas pacifists, or 
the anti-militarists, oppose women joining the military.153  
More specifically, research conducted by Rick V. Abside shows that around half 
of the surveyed military personnel are opposed to women taking part in combat. Abside  
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further reveals that most junior enlisted prefer a male-only force. Abside’s inference from 
the research is that in the case of expanding women’s role in combat there should be one 
standard, gender-neutral and age-neutral, for all personnel to make the military a fair 
institution.154 In other words, the other dimension of concern for some stakeholders is not 
women joining in combat when they meet standards equal to men but when, in the name 
of integrating women, the standards could be reduced, which would ultimately disrupt 
unit cohesion.155 Charles R. Drennan identifies that even some female veterans and 
service members, such as Captain Katie Peronio and Jude Eden, oppose the integration of 
women in ground combat units.156  
Similarly, politicians do not have a single voice while dealing with integration 
issues of women in military. Kristen W. Culler has observed that elderly members of 
Congress generally support the status quo, while the younger members are supportive of 
integrating women in ground combat units.157 Drennan opines,  
The fundamental differences between the extreme positions of the 
stakeholder groups suggest that clear agreement among these groups is 
unlikely. Extreme proponents will continue to push for equal rights and 
opportunities for women, framing their arguments around fairness; 
extreme opponent-stakeholders will continue to frame their arguments 
around effectiveness, claiming that the needs of the military take priority 
over agendas pushing social change and equality. Successful 
implementation will require acceptance of some version of a problem and 
solution frame by a consensus group.158  
Different countries are going through different levels of socialization. As the level 
of socialization—here granting equal opportunities to women—differs in different 
countries, the modalities of integration of women in militaries also differ. In Canada, for  
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example, the need to empower women received prominence in 1970 while this was 
evident in Saudi Arabia only in 2017, when the country launched its Vision 2030 
initiative. The military impacts the society, and the society also impacts the military; 
however, only limited reform can be successful, without causing much shock in society.     
Technology impacts the military in many ways as well. The technological 
advancement through robotics is expected to do away with the debate that the integration 
of women would adversely affect the military’s effectiveness; the use of robotics in the 
hands of servicewomen would further the effectiveness of the military.159 On the other 
hand, technology reduces the burden of manpower as a whole reducing the number of 
openings to personnel, men and female alike. Moreover, not all countries have same 
technological advantage in their military.  
It is universal that all militaries’ primary task is ensuring the territorial integrity of 
their respective countries. The level of state threat to different countries varies, however, 
and the militaries around the world are thus practicing different roles and military 
operations other than war—anti-terrorism, peacekeeping, humanitarian aid, nature 
conservation, development work, etc. The general rule in the military is assignment of 
troops to task. Hence the task the military carries would also determine its composition, 
including gender integration. “Anthropometric and physiological factors place the 
average female soldiers at a disadvantage relative to male soldiers in most aspects of 
physical performance.”160 Aerobic and anaerobic fitness superiority together with an 
aggressive nature make men more suitable for Special Forces types of operations, but the 
same qualities are not necessary for peacekeeping duties. Therefore, “the Marine Corps is 
by necessity the most restrictive of the four branches due essentially to the special make-
up of its forces.”161 Besides the lack of required capability in most women, the other 
argument is: “what would women contribute to a rifle platoon or a SEAL team? The 
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Short answer is: distraction, dissension, and distrust. The longer answer has to do with 
cohesion, bonding, and the vulnerability of men.”162  
The earlier precedents may not amply justify the reasons for integration of women 
in the military. Women have taken part in revolutionary warfare; however, women taking 
part in revolutionary wars cannot be justified for women taking part in combat now 
because at that time it was the necessity—saving a male for a more important task. 
Similarly, the white and black issue, in which the society accepted blacks to form part of 
military—in such countries as the United States—does not equate to the issue of men and 
women because the attraction factor between women and men.163  
H. CONCLUSION 
Women’s participation in the armed forces can be traced back to time 
immemorial. Yet, women have been on and off board—the armed forces—whereby 
women after a conflict ended typically reverted to traditional roles. Since the late 20th 
century, the participation of women in the armed forces has been increasing because of 
both external and internal factors, both from society and from within the military. The 
differences in societies (the cultural practices) ended up in having different forms and 
levels of women’s integration in the armed forces. The legal provisions in different 
countries have helped further the integration process but not without opposition. The 
debate regarding the integration of women in the armed forces will continue to exist. The 
parties that demand increased participation by women in the military will continue to 
demand more gender-neutral provisions in the military. At the same time, the 
technological development in the military and its divergent roles makes it imperative for 
the armed forces to enlist women in its services. The roles of women in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, together with their roles in peacekeeping missions, highlight the importance 
of integration of women in the military. Despite these advances, stereotypes still exist and 
discourage women joining the military. Moreover, military jobs being unfamiliar to 
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women, on one hand, and the issues of sexual exploitation and abuse, on the other, deter 
women joining the military. Furthermore, up to the present, in many militaries, the 
training standards, the recruiting advertisements, and working environment have favored 




III. WOMEN IN THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES 
Women in the Canadian military have overcome many restrictions and served 
with and in the armed forces since late 1800s, from nurses to all military occupations in 
the Canadian Defense Force. Canadian servicewomen have already commanded combat 
units, ships, air squadrons, and a Joint Task Force—at equal levels to their male 
counterparts.164 Canada is a true leader with respect to women’s integration in the 
military. The Canadian military reflects the Western ideals of society in which people 
work together in varied fields irrespective of their gender; the Canadian military practices 
full integration with mixed gender units.  
Nevertheless, this situation did not happen overnight. Initially, women performed 
the traditional role of nurses. Subsequently, they worked in administrative tasks, for 
example, cooks to free men to take up more combat-related roles. Later, women worked 
in combat support and combat service support units that would not involve direct combat 
with the enemy. Ultimately, they served in combat units and took part in actual combat. 
The various policies and strategies that the CAF adopted along its history of promoting 
women’s participation in the armed services, for example, the policies regarding 
recruitment, promotion, and retention; the policies to curb sexual exploitation and abuse; 
and the review of training requirements in terms of the field requirement have made the 
CAF a gender-friendly force. 
A. HISTORY OF WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN THE CAF 
The traditions for the present-day CAF derive from the colonial militias of the 
earlier French and British settlements. The Regular Force, then the Permanent Active 
Militia, was formed in 1871 to preserve the armament of Fort Henry in Ontario and the 
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Citadel in Québec, when the British left Canada.165 The Canadian society and its military 
thus follow the liberal English and French traditions.  
Canadian servicewomen have been serving for over two centuries both in civilian 
and military capacities. In 1885, in Northwest Rebellion, a violent five-month insurgency 
by Métis militants supported by Aboriginal allies against the Canadian government, 
women in civilian status served as nurses in the Canadian military; similarly, nurses 
operated during 1898–1902 in support of the forces of the Yukon.166 In World War I, 
around 3,000 “Nursing Sisters,” also called “blue birds” because of their dresses, served 
in the Canadian Army Medical Corps; in World War II, around 4,500 nursing sisters were 
on attachment to the army, navy, and air force, and among them, around 70 percent 
served overseas.167 During this time, Canadian women, who wore military uniforms, held 
officer positions unlike in other allied countries.168 Veterans Affairs Canada states that 
these female officers, addressed as “Ma’am” or “Sister,” commanded respect from 
troops.169 
Unlike in World War I, as per the Veterans Affairs Canada, during World War II, 
the military women also served in other military roles raising the enlistment of Canadian 
women to 50,000 in total in the army, navy, and air force.170 During World War II, all the 
branches of the CAF set up female departments: the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 
was the first branch of the CAF to open a female division on July 2, 1941; the Canada 
Women’s Army Corps (CWAC) was created on August 13, 1941; and Women’s Royal 
Canadian Naval Service opened on July 31, 1942.171 Initially, women were trained for  
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support and administrative duties; however, with the progress of the war, women later 
worked even in mechanical and electrical fields. Many women in the RCAF were also 
stationed in the UK along with Canadian squadrons. During World War II, however, the 
women in the RCAF did not train as flying instructors reflecting the slogan: “We serve 
that men may fly.”172 Similarly, the Veterans Affairs Canada notes, the CWAC members 
initially worked as kitchen employees and medical assistants; their tasks expanded to 
those of drivers, mechanics, and radar operators; and subsequently, three companies of 
CWAC female soldiers served abroad in 1943. The Women’s Royal Canadian Naval 
Service personnel, popularly known as the “Wrens,” like their British counterparts, 
worked ultimately as on-shore radar operators and technicians, though they too started as 
cooks and administrators.173 
The CAF closed the women’s divisions when the World War II ended. The onset 
of the Korean War amidst the Cold War, and the shortage of personnel, soon led to the 
recruitment of 5,000 women, who served as nursing sisters both in Canada and in Korea. 
The number of women in the military dropped because of the technological development 
that reduced the burden on personnel. Up to the mid-1960s, the CAF exercised the limit 
of 1,500 female personnel, which was around one and a half percent of its total military 
strength.174 The situation became favorable to women in the late 1960s, when the 
modernized CAF started enrolling women in previously male-dominated tasks,175 but not 
in combat. 
The Canadian government has been mandating its armed forces to mirror the 
diversity in Canadian society.176 In order to accomplish that, in 1970, the Royal 
Commission on the Status of Women came up with six recommendations to be adopted 
by the Canadian military: 
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a. standardize military enrollment criteria; 
b. establish equal pension benefits for women and men; 
c. allow women to attend Canadian military colleges; 
d. open all military trades and officer classifications to women; and 
e. remove regulations prohibiting the enrollment of married women and 
requiring the release of servicewomen upon the birth of a child.177 
In 1989, Canada was obliged to change its existing policy regarding enrollment of 
women because the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal required the CAF to fully integrate 
women in the military.178 As a result, Canada opened all combat roles to women in 1989, 
with the exception of submarine positions, which opened in 2001. Subsequently, the 
participation of the women in the CAF increased and, as of April 2018, women comprise 
15.4 percent of CAF.179 
Various advisory groups and researches helped further the cause of gender 
integration in the CAF. The Minister’s Advisory Board has helped change beliefs about 
women’s participation in the armed forces; the “adoption of not only a policy, but also a 
belief in the need for a respectful workplace.”180 In 1998, the Army Lessons Learned 
Centre stated in a report that to maintain cohesion in a mixed-gender unit 
“knowledgeable, proactive, and effective leadership” was fundamental, and the members 
were expected to achieve an operationally required standard. The leadership worked 
accordingly, and the Canadian Human Rights Commission, in 1999, stated that the 
commission was satisfied with the commitment of the leadership toward gender 
integration and further external monitoring of the military in that respect was not 
necessary.181 Moreover, the CAF considers that “there is no formal requirement to 
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continue monitoring the effects of gender integration on operational performance or team 
cohesion, because the principle is no longer considered to be an issue.”182 
The public and military ultimately welcomed the integration of women in the 
CAF, though the integration invited criticism in the beginning. Marcia Kovitz, who wrote 
an article “The Enemy within: Female Soldiers in the Canadian Forces” in Canadian 
Woman Studies in 2000, considers femininity the antithesis of soldiering.183 Kovitz 
argues that “the military’s operational effective is aimed at the enemy […] and the enemy 
can be said to represent whatever might impact negatively on the military, from within or 
without, women come to represent, and thereby to embody, the Enemy itself.”184 One of 
the studies commissioned in 2004 assessed the acceptance of women in military: it found 
that the higher the rank, the higher was the level of acceptance; the combat units were 
less welcoming to women; and women compared to men seemed more enthusiastic.185 
The Canadian public responded to the incident of May 2006, in which Captain Nichola 
Goddard got killed in Afghanistan, as a soldier being killed rather than as a woman being 
killed. This incident highlights the fact that Canadian public has accepted women in 
combat.186 Likewise, Corporal Kyle Schmidinger, talking about his confidence in female 
officers during his deployment in Afghanistan, told the Associated Press that he was 
undeniably satisfied with his female commander, Captain Ashley Collette.187 He 
recounted that the captain did no less than any male commander would do in fighting and 
caring for the soldiers.188 
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B. METHOD OF ENTRY AND TRAINING  
Entry into the CAF has been voluntary, though it had practiced conscription in 
World War I and World War II.189 Outreach activities engaged in by the CAF Recruiting 
Group with women’s professional associations, students, and teachers together with such 
other proactive measures as taking part in women’s career fairs is helping to create a 
diverse and inclusive military in Canada. Moreover, Defence Employment Equity 
Advisory Group, one of the four groups in operation because of the Employment Equity 
Act, provides valuable guidelines to military leadership on gender mainstreaming. 
Furthermore, in 2017, the Women in Force Program (WFP) started with four pilot 
projects.190 As per the Canadian military recruitment team, “The focus of the program is 
to raise awareness about life in the CAF, and to enable participants to make an informed 
decision about a career in the military.”191 Since the launching of this program, there has 
been some improvement in the recruitment of women in the CAF.  
The CAF has made evolutionary changes in training standards considering the 
working environment that the soldiers are expected to work in that has to some extent 
facilitated in the recruitment of women. The scientific correlation of mission essential 
tasks with the training standards has encouraged Canadians, men and women alike, to 
enroll in the CAF.192 For example, the CAF, for the forces to be deployed abroad, has 
introduced a new training requirement taking into account the equipment, terrain, and the 
nature of combat. The training, which simulates battle conditions, comprises three stages: 
a. A 5 km march wearing 35 kg of full combat gear, which is to be 
completed between 50 minutes and one hour. This stage represents the 
time it might take for a platoon to get back to its base;  
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b. A five-minute break during which time the soldiers dump part of the 
load they are carrying. This stage represents the time needed to prepare for 
the next part of a mission;  
c. Completion of a circuit of a series of movements, including a “185 
pound casualty drag” where soldiers lift and drag a heavy sandbag while 
still carrying most of their own gear.193 
On one hand, the lowering of the standards helps encourage recruitment of 
women and, on the other hand, increases their deployment abroad. One of the reasons 
why a number of women even serve in Special Forces in the CAF is because of gender-
neutral training standards. The 2017 data show that 10.2 percent of the Special Forces 
personnel are women.194 The impact of training standards in enrollment to various 
services can be understood from the fact that, presently, no woman has qualified for the 
training to serve in Canada’s elite counterterrorism unit.195 
C. RETENTION 
Even though the CAF is gender friendly, the recruitment and retention of women 
has not been very easy. Childcare, employment of spouse, transfers, pregnancy, and 
single parenthood form major causes for women to depart from the CAF. In order to avert 
this, the CAF, which considers supporting fellow soldiers as its moral obligation, has 
been continually reviewing and amending its policies so that its members can better 
balance family and military career. The Canadian military established the Family 
Services Program in 1991. In 2011, the CAF expanded its program so that military 
families can remain better informed, involved, and connected.196 In recent years, the 
Canadian military has made great efforts in order to enhance recruitment and retention of 
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women in the military. The recruitment and retention of service personnel, both men and 
women, dropped off during the first half of the second decade of this century, in which 
the retention of women was even lower than that of men. Therefore, in 2016, the 
Canadian military devised a recruit and retain strategy in order to reach a total enrollment 
of women at 25 percent by 2026.197 
In May 2016, Chief of the Defence Staff, General Jon Vance, approved the 
“Canadian Armed Forces Diversity Strategy,” in which “[t]he Canadian military will 
review its badges, uniforms, flags and associated ceremonial activities to ensure they are 
welcoming to women, visible minorities, the disabled, indigenous people and members of 
the gay and transgender communities.”198 As per its strategy, in which the initial work 
has already begun, the Canadian military will consider family, culture, and spiritual needs 
of a person in military assignments and posting.199 
D. INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION 
Canadian servicewomen have contributed immensely in the international arena, 
both as members of the force or in command. In 2010, Major Eleanor Taylor led an 
infantry company and deployed to Afghanistan.200 Similarly, in 2015, Brigadier-General 
Lise Bourgon became the first Canadian female commander of a joint task force in Iraq 
during Operation Impact. The government and military both have been devising different 
strategies to increase women’s participation in international peacekeeping. Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau and his government are committed to gender equality, and the 
Canadian government is aiming to increase female participation and award decisive roles 
to women in international peacekeeping.201 Canada will soon deploy its women-inclusive 
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UN peacekeepers in Mali.202 Similarly, the CAF will shortly send its female instructors to 
Jordon to train Jordanian servicewomen.  
Canada represents the NATO Committee on Gender Perspectives. The committee, 
which endeavors to fulfill the commitments of gender-related UN Security Council 
resolutions and other UN resolutions, promotes inclusion of women in peace processes, 
works towards protection of women in and after conflict, endeavors in safeguarding 
women against sexual violence, and conducts pre-deployment trainings to peacekeepers 
on the aforementioned issues. Canada as an important member of the committee 
functions as a resource country on gender integration issues, though its best practices, for 
countries wrestling with gender integration.203 Canadians also work as resource personnel 
for gender-integration discussions toward gender mainstreaming in NATO-led 
missions,204 as Canada is one of the world leaders in terms of integration of women in the 
armed forces. During the initial phase of integration of women in military, Canada took 
advice from such different countries as Netherlands, Denmark, and Norway. Moreover, it 
carried out its own trials and researches and concluded that there were no reasons to 
exclude women in military.205 
E. CONCLUSION 
CAF is one of the ideal models for the integration of women in the armed forces 
because of its policies and strategies aimed to diversify the armed forces. Regarding 
the issues of integration of women in the military, Canada learned from the practices in 
such different countries as Denmark and Norway. Moreover, Canada also experimented 
itself with respect to integrating women in the military. Successful translation of the 
Equity Act by the military leadership in its practices helped achieve higher numbers of 
women participating in varied occupations in the military. Updating of its training  
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requirements, uniform, and equipment together with the strategy to recruit and retain 
more servicewomen have made the Canadian military attractive to potential female 
recruits. Canadian servicewomen have successfully commanded combat units. In fact, the 
level of gender integration that Canada has achieved is so successful that the military 
does not record the deployed personnel according to gender.206 
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IV. WOMEN IN THE JORDANIAN ARMED FORCES 
The progress made with respect to the integration of women in the Jordanian 
Armed Forces (JAF) is not only exemplary in the region but can also form a good link to 
join the East with the West relating to the participation of women in the armed forces.207 
The progress in women’s participation in the JAF, the areas of women’s participation, 
their enthusiasm to join the military, and the JAF’s training and work cooperation at the 
national and international level make the JAF a relatively attractive platform for 
Jordanian women. In the JAF, women receive equal pay and benefits while they fall in 
lower priority in other services, especially in the private sector.      
A. THE HISTORY OF WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN THE JAF 
Jordan, a predominantly Muslim country, maintains a constitutional monarchy 
with a parliamentary form of government.208 The state religion is Muslim, and many laws 
in Jordan are based on the Koran. Most women in Jordan cover their heads with scarves. 
There is limited interaction between the sexes, and segregation by gender is common in 
public areas; for example, women and men do not sit together on public transportation 
unless they are married couples or close relatives. The lives of most women are 
controlled by their male relatives. Therefore, balancing culture—obedience to their 
husbands—and profession is a difficult challenge for Jordanian women.209 A team of 
female activists formed the Arab Women’s Organization in 1970 in Jordan. Voting rights 
and the right to take part in elections by women were fully realized only in 1974.210 More 
than 60 percent of Jordanian women are employed in professions, notably education and 
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the health sector.211 Despite many social constraints, Jordanian women are highly 
educated, but the number of unemployed university graduates is very high among women 
as compared to men. Of those women who are employed, most are employed in public 
services—around 45 percent of total jobs—accounting for merely 13 percent in private 
service. Therefore, a large number of highly educated women are free to be tapped by the 
military.212 
The association of women in the JAF goes back to 1950, when women started 
teaching in military schools;213 however, women in Jordon claim to have stood against 
colonialism and defended their country.214 The involvement of Jordanian women in the 
military becomes evident only since 1962 after the establishment of Princess Muna 
College of Nursing, named after Her Royal Highness Princess Muna al-Hussein.215 
Princess Muna, born to English parents, the second wife of King Hussain, and mother of 
present monarch, King Abdullah, is president of the Jordanian Nursing Council. 
Moreover, she is a patron of nursing and midwifery for the World Health Organization in 
the Eastern Mediterranean.216 The Princess Muna College of Nursing was established in 
order to train nurses to take care of Jordanian military personnel, their dependents, and 
the general public.217 In 1965, the first eight female cadets who graduated from the 
nursing college were commissioned as second lieutenants in the Royal Medical Corps 
after undertaking the necessary military training.218 
The diversification of women’s roles started slowly after the early 1970s. Since 
1973, women college graduates enrolled as officers for such administrative specialties as 
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typists, accountants, secretaries, and computer programmers.219 Some of these changes 
can be credited to the Arab Women’s Organization, but this was also the time of the 
Arab-Israeli war of 1973 that required freeing more servicemen to fight in the front. The 
noteworthy move with respect to women’s participation in the JAF occurred in the early 
1990s, when Princess Aisha Bint Al-Hussein along with her cousin Princess Basma Bint 
Ali Bin Nayef appealed to the then King, Hussein, for the increased participation of 
women in the JAF. As a result, in 1993, under royal instructions, a research office was 
formed to study the feasibility and further women’s enrollment in the military.220 In 
1994, the Directorate of Women’s Affairs, now the Directorate of Women’s Military 
Affairs (DWMA), was set up to promote and safeguard the rights of servicewomen and 
broaden opportunities for servicewomen to excel in their careers.221 Princess Major 
General Aisha Bint Al-Hussein has led the directorate since its establishment.222 
The progress of women’s participation in the Jordanian military has evolved 
because of the personal and professional endowment of Princess Major General Aisha 
Bint Al-Hussein. She is a sister of King Abdullah II and a daughter of the late King 
Hussein and Princess Muna. In 1986, on summer break from high school in the United 
States, the princess became the only female in the Middle East region to receive wings 
for undergoing required military parachute jumps. In 1987, she successfully completed 
her officer’s basic course from Sandhurst—the Royal Military Academy in the United 
Kingdom—becoming the first female from the Middle East to attend such a course. After 
graduation, she spent around three months on a special course arranged by the British 
military in which she got an opportunity to observe all female military establishments in 
England, which would later help her further women’s integration in the Jordanian 
military, albeit the practices of the United Kingdom military could not be mirrored in the  
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culturally different Jordon. Princess Aisha had an unparalleled passion for the military 
that can hardly be exaggerated. During breaks from Oxford University, Princess Aisha, 
then a lieutenant colonel, working with the Special Forces, helped graduate several 
parachute courses. In 1988, she received a medal during a fly-by at a military parade, in 
which she hung under a helicopter with other members of the Special Forces. In 1995, Lt. 
Col. Aisha underwent a security and protection course with the Royal Guard, in which 
she received the King Hussein Medal for Excellence by achieving a first position in M-16 
marksmanship. 
The DWMA, besides creating job placement programs targeting women’s skills 
and capabilities, has also been assisting military women by reviewing training 
requirements and offering opportunities for advanced training and education that would 
ultimately help in promotion.223  In 2005, around 50 female university graduates attended 
the Field Officers Commissioning Course together with their male counterparts. In the 
same year, the JAF introduced a 10-year strategy in order to enhance the role of 
women.224 The action plan, guided by the norm of equal opportunity for women, aimed 
to increase women’s enrollment and open new positions for women in nontraditional 
fields. Since 2006, JAF women began undergoing specialized training programs similar 
to those of their male counterparts. The following services were then available to women 
in the JAF: 
a. The Royal Medical Services as nurses, allied health specialists, dentists, 
and doctors;  
b. administrators, secretaries, and computer programmers; 
d. architects and engineers; 
e. the Directorate of Education and Military Culture and other departments 
as teachers and instructors; 
f. military Policewomen; 
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g. ADC and body guards at the Royal Guard Protection Unit; 
h. military Intelligence; 
i. finance; 
j. military law; 
k. flight control operations, flight control assistants.225 
The total number of women in the JAF in 2006 was 4,883. Of this number, 1,203 
were officers, 2,421 other ranks, and 1,259 civilians.226 By 2006, there was a woman 
major general in the Royal Medical Services and a woman brigadier general in the 
general headquarters.227 
Still, while the percentage of women was high in the medical services, it was low 
elsewhere. In 2016, the DWMA and the JAF set a target of three percent of female 
officers’ participation in services other than military, and the DWMA and the JAF sought 
to provide female members with broader career opportunities through the adoption of a 
three-year action plan in order to implement the United Nations Security Council 
Resolution (UNSCR) 1325.228 
In successive years, the JAF established the first female company for special 
security tasks capable of undertaking various tasks.229 JAF women in this company 
undergo the necessary training to be able to operate in counterterrorism and crisis 
management tasks. They also learn necessary skills to protect such vulnerable points as 
airports and checkpoints. Their training includes shooting and such operations as raids 
and hostage rescue missions by sea, air, and land.230 
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B. METHODS OF ENTRY AND TRAINING 
Entry into the JAF is on a voluntary basis for all, after male conscription was 
suspended in 1999. Women can voluntarily enroll in the Royal Jordanian Arab Army 
Women’s Corps and Royal Jordanian Air Force.231 Due to women’s high levels of 
literacy and interest in serving in the armed forces, the numbers of applicants has always 
exceeded the need of the JAF. A 2006 NATO report revealed that there are more female 
applicants than the JAF can accommodate.232 Therefore, no special quota or 
advertisement programs have been necessary for the recruitment of women. The 
recruitment process consists of a series of tests and competitive examinations, including 
medical and mental health, physical fitness, command and leadership tasks, and personal 
interviews. Women can enroll in the JAF as civilian or uniformed personnel as officers, 
non-commissioned officers, or private soldiers.  
Servicewomen are segregated in platoons and stay in different accommodations 
from the male cadets; however, they are integrated with their male counterparts in 
academic requirements of the course. The JAF women meet the same standards as male 
counterparts, except for the physical fitness requirements, in which it is slightly different 
owing to the biological differences.233  
Women in the JAF are receiving increasing opportunities. The Staff College and 
National Defense Colleges are open to women JAF officers, for those meeting the 
required qualifications. Increasing numbers of female officers and non-commissioned 
officers attend postgraduate programs at different universities in Jordan and abroad. In 
the JAF, promotions, duration of military service, and pay and allowances are gender 
neutral. Promotions are based on seniority, merit, and professional qualification. Since 
2006, in order to achieve a higher level of professionalism and distinction, career 
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qualifications have become mandatory for promotions. Likewise, for long-term service, 
foreign languages and computer skills are also beneficial for promotion.234 
 Jordan has established the Regional Military Women’s Training Center. The 
initiatives to establish a Regional Military Women’s Training Center began in 2006. In 
2016, the JAF took further initiatives to expand and improve the training center to 
accommodate rising numbers of servicewomen.235 The regional military women’s 
training center aspires to advise and encourage Arab countries in integrating women 
successfully in their respective armed forces. The regional center, which is still in the 
process of expanding and modernizing, provides specialized training to women in the 
armed forces. The JAF claims that, as a leader in women’s integration in the region, it is 
an ideal link between the East and the West in training and enhancing the participation of 
women in the armed forces.236 Similarly, Jordan is also ahead of other countries in the 
region in terms of training female police officers. Recently, on July 26, an all-female 
class of 20 police from Iraq graduated from Princess Basma Institute, a Jordanian training 
center for policewomen.237  
C. RETENTION  
Even though the JAF is highly conservative and male-dominated, the skills 
training and exciting job opportunities together with the steps taken by the institution to 
ensure good pay and benefits and timely promotion to a deserving candidate make the 
JAF increasingly attractive for a younger generation of women.238 Thanks to the efforts 
of the DMWA, servicewomen get a three-month maternity leave. They are also entitled 
to two years’ unpaid leave that does not negatively affect their promotion to the next 
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higher rank. Despite all these pluses, even today, the retention rate of military women in 
the JAF is very low due to family obligations and culture.239   
D. INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION 
The JAF and the DWMA have established relations with overseas military 
institutions that further help JAF servicewomen to get professional military education and 
training opportunities. The Jordanian military has been collaborating with NATO and 
other countries in order to provide servicewomen with better opportunities. Lately, in 
2015, NATO’s special representative for women, peace and security, Marriët Schuurman, 
visited Jordon regarding the 3.6 million euro project to be executed by the NATO 
Support and Procurement Agency in partnership with the Geneva Centre for the 
Democratic Control of Armed Forces led by Norway and the Czech Republic.240 The 
project expects to highlight Jordan as an exemplary country in the region for its 
successful integration of women in the security sector. In 2015, the all-female special 
security tasks company took part in the 15th NATO Days in Ostrava, which is the biggest 
security demonstration in Europe.241 
Similarly, Jordon and the United States have been having special relations that 
have helped improve overall standards of the military, including gender integration. In 
1996, the United States granted Jordan a non-NATO Ally status that enabled Jordon in 
receiving equipment, training, and research support.242 Furthermore, in 2004 Jordan and 
Colorado State of the United States established a State Partnership Program (SPP) with 
the National Guard243 that provides opportunities for women’s leadership exchanges.  
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Additionally, Jordanian servicewomen have been receiving pilot training to fly Black 
Hawks in the United States under the Partnership Counter-Terrorism Fund. In a similar 
way, Jordan and Norway share commitments to increased participation of females in 
the armed forces. Likewise, women from the Canadian military will arrive shortly in 
Jordan to help train a team of female soldiers of the JAF Quick Reaction Force 
Female Engagement Team. The training would include area and personal search 
and situational training exercises responding to incidents at refugee camps and 
borders.244 
Women in JAF have been taking part in various UN Peacekeeping missions and 
NATO operations. For example, women in the JAF have participated as medics in 
Liberia and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Likewise, in Afghanistan, Jordanian 
female soldiers took part in various task forces and missions carried out by the 
International Security Assistance Force under NATO.245 The participation of 
servicewomen of the JAF has been very important in understanding the cultural and 
religious perspectives prevalent in the region. 
E. CONCLUSION  
The state religion of Jordan is Islam; hence, many laws and practices are based on 
the Koran. Consequently, there is limited interaction between the sexes and the lives of 
most women are controlled by their male relatives. All-female military units existing in 
Jordan are a reflection of the society, which is segregated based on gender in public 
places. The military, which provides equal pay and benefits, has been able to some extent 
to tap the educated women of Jordan, offering them professional opportunities. The 
Directorate of Military Women’s Affairs has been instrumental in protecting and 
promoting the rights of women in the JAF. The different policy decisions and practices  
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carried out by the JAF over a period has helped achieve success in the integration of 
women in the armed forces. The policies, on one hand, have helped to empower women 
by training them to gain the required qualifications and, on the other hand, have reduced 
discriminatory practices so that women can pursue higher professional military education 
courses in order to get promoted into higher ranks. This in turn has made the JAF more 
attractive to women. Moreover, the regional training center and other international 
interactions carried out by the JAF are expected to influence other nations in the region 
regarding women’s participation in the military. 
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V. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION 
The cases of Jordon and Canada bring forth lots of similarities yet with lots of 
differences. The models practiced by these two countries reflect the social reality 
prevalent in each country, and the models are favorable in their respective political and 
cultural environment. The understanding of similarities and differences between the 
efforts to integrate women in the militaries of these two countries will help further to 
illuminate different issues regarding the integration of women in military.   
A. SIMILARITIES 
Jordanian and Canadian militaries have a long history with respect to women’s 
participation in the armed forces. By 1950, women were recruited as educators in military 
schools in Jordan,246 and the establishment of Princess Muna College of Nursing in 1962 
paved a way for their entry into the military.247 The history of Canadian servicewomen 
goes even further whereby Canadian women have been serving in the armed forces in 
both civilian and military capacities for over 200 years. In 1885, in the Northwest 
Rebellion, women served as nurses in the Canadian military, albeit with civilian status; 
similarly, from 1898 to1902, in support of the Yukon forces, Canadian women served as 
nurses.248 In World War I, around 3,000 “Nursing Sisters,” served in the Canadian Army 
Medical Corps; the nursing sisters numbered 4,500 in World War II, with an overall 
number around 50, 000.249  
Both countries formed commissions to further the integration of women in their 
respective military. Though the Jordanian military did not face the same level of social 
pressure to accept women into their ranks as the Canadian military, nevertheless, like its  
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Canadian counterpart the JAF has also responded to commissions that have been 
instrumental in both the countries to further the integration of women in the military. In 
1970, in order to empower women in all sectors of society, the Royal Commission on the 
Status of Women came up with various recommendations, six of which were concerned 
with the Canadian military. The six recommendations sought standardization of military 
recruitment criteria; equal pension benefits irrespective of gender; allowing 
servicewomen to attend Canadian military colleges; allowing women to enroll in all 
military trades; and the removal of regulations that prohibited the enrollment of married 
women and automatically discharged mother-soldiers.250 Similarly, in Jordan, in 1993, a 
research office was formed to study the feasibility and furtherance of women’s 
enrollment in the military. Consequently, in 1994, the Directorate of Women’s Affairs 
was established to empower women and advance their integration in the JAF.251  
The integration of women in the military has not affected the effectiveness of the 
military in either country. In a book published by the Canadian Forces Leadership 
Institute examining the experience of women serving in the Canadian military, the 
consensus is that women’s integration in the military does not negatively affect the 
effectiveness of the armed forces.252 In contrast, women’s participation is said to bring a 
positive difference through diversity in communication, analytical skill, and increased 
interaction with local people. Canadian women have already served in core combat 
zones, even in leadership capabilities. Jordanian women report being undeterred by the 
acts of ISIS and are determined to fight against them.253 Further, Jordanian women units 
have been able to perform what male-only units are not able to achieve in peacekeeping 
and stability operations. 
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In both countries the recruitment of women in military is voluntary, and both 
militaries have set targets for recruiting women. In 2016, the Canadian military adopted a 
plan to increase its number of servicewomen by one percent each year to attain an 
enrollment of 25 percent by 2026.254 To attain that goal, the Canadian military, besides 
other outreach programs, since 2017, started the WFP.255 Similarly, in 2016, the JAF set 
a target to reach three percent representation of female officers in non-medical services as 
a part of the three-year action plan to implement UNSCR 1325.256 Both countries have 
made provisions whereby the recruitment criteria favors enrollment of women; however, 
both countries are simultaneously battling to retain women in the military.  
Furthermore, both countries are committed to helping other countries in 
integrating women in their respective armed forces. The Canadian military is doing a lot 
in enhancing female soldiers’ capability around the world. Women from the Canadian 
military are departing Canada soon to help train a new team of female soldiers of 
the JAF Quick Reaction Force Female Engagement Team.257 Canada is a resource 
country in discussing women’s integration in the military in NATO and UN forums. 
Similarly, the Jordanian military, through its Regional Military Women’s Training 
Center, aspires to advise and encourage regional countries in integrating women 
successfully in their respective armed forces. The JAF claims to be a link between the 
East and the West to train and enhance the roles of women in the armed forces.258 Even 
so, compared to Canada, Jordan is more on the receiving end. The Jordanian military has 
received considerable help with respect to women’s integration from NATO and the 
United States. This is a clear indication that once the country moves ahead with 
integrating women in its military there would be helping hands to further the cause.  
Terrorist attacks and deployment in a post-attack environment has increased the 
participation of women in both the militaries. Post 9/11, there has been an increase in the 
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participation of women in militaries in the West. The percentage of women in Canadian 
military alone increased from a meagre number to 17 percent between 2001 and 2009.259 
Similarly in Jordan, after the terrorist attack of 2005, where female suicide bombers were 
used, the enrollment of women increased. Jordanian women, like women in the Canadian 
military, have taken part in UN peacekeeping missions and NATO stabilization missions.  
B. DIFFERENCES 
Jordan and Canada practice different forms of integration in their militaries. 
Jordon has all-female units in contrast to the mixed units in Canada. This difference in 
the form of integration of women in the Jordanian and Canadian armies is due to the 
difference in culture between the two countries. Privacy of women is important among 
Muslims and any plan to integrate women in the military needs to embrace this reality.260 
The Jordanian military seems to embrace this fact in forming all-female units. Moreover, 
Jordan has a separate military training center for training women, which is also the case 
for police.   
The retention of servicewomen has been a problem in both countries; however, 
unlike in Canada, which has seen a decline in women’s participation at certain times, the 
JAF has not witnessed the drop in number, and Jordon never had a ceiling for 
servicewomen in its military. The number of women in the Canadian military dropped 
because of technological developments that reduced the burden on personnel, and up to 
the mid-1960s, the CAF exercised the limit of 1,500 female personnel, which was around 
one and half percent of its total military strength.261 Unlike Canada, Jordan has not 
conducted such advertising campaigns as the “Women in Force Program” to increase the 
pool of candidates as Jordan has not fallen short of aspirant candidates.  
Compared to the Jordanian military, the Canadian military has received more 
pressure from society to integrate women in the military. The Canadian government has 
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been mandating its armed forces to mirror the diversity in Canadian society.262 Moreover, 
in 1989, the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal ruled against discrimination against 
women in the CAF.263 As a result, by 2001, Canada opened all combat roles in its 
military to women. Though there has not been pressure from Jordanian society, the 
liberal values inherent in the royal family of Jordan and the exposure of Jordanian 
monarchs to foreign military has helped integrate women in its military. Princess Muna 
was born and raised in the United Kingdom. The current monarch and two earlier 
monarchs graduated from the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. Similarly, Princess 
Aisha, her son, and at least five other members of the royal family also graduated from 
Sandhurst.264 Initially Princess Muna, after whom the college of nursing was named, and 
later the efforts of Princess Aisha have been instrumental in furthering the cause of 
women’s integration in the military. 
Since the Jordanian society is more closed than Canadian society, the cases of 
sexual exploitation and abuse in the Jordanian military are not that frequently heard; 
moreover, segregation of women in the Jordanian military reduces the frequency of such 
incidents. The CAF has been marred by cases of sexual exploitation, but the military has 
taken initiatives to curb such ill practices. In 2014, Marie Deschamps, former justice of 
the Supreme Court of Canada, examined the situation of sexual abuse and exploitation in 
the CAF; on March 27, 2015, her study revealed that “there is an undeniable problem of 
sexual harassment and sexual assault in the CAF, which requires direct and sustained 
action.”265 The inquiry demonstrated a hostile environment prevalent in the CAF, where 
power was abused by various personnel for sexual favors. Similarly, in November 
2016, Statistics Canada published its report of sexual abuse in the Canadian military, in 
which more than one fourth of women in the regular force claimed to have undergone the 
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bitter experience of sexual assault during their career.266 As per the recommendation of 
Marie Deschamps, the Canadian military, in August 2015, acknowledging the problem, 
launched Operation “Honour,” in order to eliminate sexual misconduct.267 
C. CONCLUSION 
The analysis of the literature on women’s integration into the military and case 
studies of Canada and Jordon reveal that the masculinization of the armed forces cannot 
continue for various legal and social reasons. Therefore, the armed forces are not the 
domain of only men but of all genders. Currently, women occupy high positions in the 
armed forces of many countries. The United Nations Security Council resolution, 
UNSCR 1325, and subsequent regional resolutions, emphasize the benefits of integrating 
women in the military. Nonetheless, the integration process is still a contested issue in the 
military, even in countries that welcome women in all the areas of the military.268 Despite 
the expansion of opportunities and growth of representation of women in the military, 
women are underrepresented in the armed forces as a whole, and particularly in such 
areas as Special Forces. Restrictions hindering the full integration of women in the 
military are of three categories: the laws created by the respective country; the 
regulations within the armed services; and the socio-psychological factors that affect the 
attitudes of people.269 
The suitability of women in combat specifically will remain a debated issue for 
the foreseeable future. Yet, despite the comparative weakness of an average woman in 
terms of speed, strength, and stamina to that of the average man, women exhibit such 
other qualities as skills and “smarts” required in today’s militaryas well as men, if not 
better, which makes women suitable for positions in military. Women’s participation in 
the service gains increased legitimacy for the armed forces in society at home, furthers 
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the civil-military relations, increases access to local people in operations, facilitates 
intelligence collection, and supports force protection. Moreover, women’s participation in 
the military inspires other women and increases the pool of suitable candidates, which 
could be particularly important when there are only few suitable candidates for 
recruitment.   
The opinion that women in the military reduces overall readiness of the armed 
forces will also continue to be debated in future. Nevertheless, the integration of women 
in the armed forces does not affect readiness when troops are adequately trained and well 
led. It is not gender that binds the force members in performing the mission but the 
competence of each member. The mixed-gender workforce has proved to be suitable in 
business and civil administration and it could be equally effective in the military. 
Moreover, public opinion has changed, and the population sees women as important 
components of the military forces.   
The CAF is one of the world leaders in terms of integrating women in the 
military; therefore, their model is an ideal one. In the CAF, women serve in large 
numbers in a variety of roles. Furthermore, the CAF Employment Equity Plan has an 
ambitious goal with respect to integration of women. Thus, the CAF is becoming more 
innovative every day when it comes to the integration of women in the military, rather 
than granting special privileges to women. The CAF, through the elimination of 
discriminatory practices, creates a level field where women can excel in their military 
careers. The practices of the CAF are based on the Western ideals, through which women 
are well integrated with their male counterparts.  
The Jordanian model, on the other hand, can be considered a bridge between East 
and West. The JAF has integrated women in the military but in the form of all-female 
units. Although the all-female unit model may satisfy the customs of Jordan and can 
prove to be beneficial when an all-male unit may not be effective, mixed units have 
proven to perform better than all-female units. Nevertheless, the Jordanian model seems 
rational looking at the cultural context of Jordan.  
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The differences in culture, the different levels of technological development in 
each country’s military, and the difference in roles and missions for different militaries 
necessitates different forms of integration processes for women in the military. Therefore, 
a one-model-fits-all does not seem feasible. Therefore, there cannot be a prescribed 
answer for the question: what constitutes a “successful” integration process for women in 
the armed forces? Democratic countries around the world are practicing integration in 
varied forms. Nevertheless, there are many lessons that democratic countries can learn 
from other countries. Based on lessons from the cases examined here, the study makes 
following recommendations.  
D. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The research makes the following recommendations. 
1. The integration of women increases the pool of capable candidates. 
Moreover, in such areas as technical skills, women are better suited than 
men and, in other areas, women’s presence increases the overall 
performance of the team. Therefore, this aspect should be exploited.  
2. Sexual exploitation and abuse represent a major problem in integrating 
women in the military. This issue, on one hand, affects the operational 
effectiveness of the unit and, on the other hand, it discourages women 
from joining the military. It also affects the credibility of the military. 
Therefore, there should be zero tolerance of sexual harassment and abuse. 
Cases of sexual harassment and abuse should be thoroughly examined. 
Furthermore, situations in which male personnel try to avoid women for 
the fear of being accused of such actions should be discouraged.  
3. Respective militaries should look at their physical standards. The physical 
standards should match the mission essential tasks, geographical terrain, 
technology, and equipment in use. The unnecessary physical standards 
should be revised. Such skills as physical flexibility, which women 
possess more than men and which could be crucial to military 
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performance, should be included in the recruitment requirement. Of 
course, the military should be able to operate in all contingency situations 
including situations with minimal technological assistance.  
4. Opening up positions to women alone cannot achieve the success of
integrating women in the military. The military must make all positions
for which women can apply visible to likely contestants. They should also
be made aware about job specifications, job requirements, and the nature
of the work environment. The Women in Force program launched by the
CAF could be practiced by other militaries to attract more female
candidates in their armed forces. In the meantime, there should be enough
training in required skills during the service so that women excel in their
career.
5. If women are to be integrated in the military, the uniforms should be made
comfortable, taking into consideration the gender of the service member
who will be wearing them. The hyper-masculine culture in the military
reflected in manly slogans, mottos, and practices should be reformed to
match the diversity. The natural capability to bear children should be taken
as the strength of women and enough considerations should be made
regarding the same.
6. There should be no compromise in necessary standards required in the
military just for the sake of integration. The defending of a nation cannot
be compromised in the effort to provide rights to women; however, all
deserving candidates should have the right to serve in positions of their
choice and capability. In the meantime, the institution should not be
perceived as practicing double standards so that male soldiers do not feel
that they are unfairly treated. The military doctrine, which takes account
of the soldiers’ physical abilities, helps toward successful integration of
females in combat professions.
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7. The leadership and training are very important in military. Good training 
can curb unnecessary complication that arises because of the integration of 
women in the service. It is necessary to realize that each individual, 
regardless of gender, has crucial skills from which the military can benefit.  
8. The empowerment of women in society helps in the integration of women 
in the military. Similarly, the integration of women in military will also 
support empowering women in society; the two processes complement 
each other. Therefore, there is no need to wait for every society to press 
for the integration of women in the military. Military leadership in most 
countries have intensively traveled and seen many practices that they can 
implement in their military. The society too can be educated in issues of 
gender integration.  
9. The countries that have aspired to integrate women in the military could 
look into such service support roles as medical and technical roles to start 
with the task of integration. Similarly, to start with all-female units could 
be a necessary milestone in the process of integrating women in the armed 
forces.  
10. The legal barriers that bar the integration of women should be removed 
and the constitution should make provisions for integration of women in 
the military. 
11. Military services should be encouraged, and at times compelled, to remove 
restrictive provisions that limit women’s integration.  
12. The armed forces should conduct basic diversity training in order to 
educate their personnel to respect and admire the opposite gender.  
In sum, integrating women in the armed forces have several advantages, 
especially in the changed context of technology and nature of warfare. The research, 
through two models of integration, demonstrates that women can be integrated in the  
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military in various ways. Integrating women in the military and their diversification 
invite challenges but they can be overcome by educating military personnel, society, and 
the decision makers.   
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